LEAD WORKSHOP
VENUE - DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURGAON
DATES - 25th, 26th, 27th, 30th & 31st May 2022
A workshop was conducted by Skillsphere Education in Delhi Public School,
Gurgaon, for the students of classes IV and V to train young participants and
expose them to skill sets in four major focus areas namely, leadership,
entrepreneurship, awareness and diplomacy. The workshop was activity oriented
with well-structured modules and fun games. Students participated in all the
activities with full enthusiasm.
Some of the different modules that formed a part of the LEAD workshop are as
follows:• Becoming Friends with Myself- This activity was conducted on the first
day of the programme. Through this activity, the students reflected on their
own selves and introduced themselves.
• The Avengers- Societal Awareness, Leadership & Problem Solving
This was one of the most interesting activity. The students discussed the
major problems of the world. Through a problem solving paradigm,
students created ‘Avenger Avatars’ who would solve the world issues.
• I Can Work Alone- Team Work and Man Management
This module was designed to teach the students the importance of team
work and coordination. Through various fun games like word game, puzzle
solving, making pyramids out of paper cups etc. they learnt about the traits
of good team members. They also learnt about the aggressors, the avoiders,
bad communicators (traits of incompetent team members).
The students were also provided with ‘Reflection Sheets’ after the
activities and were urged to reflect on the traits that they possess as team
members.
• From Another Planet- Global Awareness and Negotiation
Through this activity, the students learnt about the different planets and the
Solar System. They played the roles of aliens from different planets, trying
to save their respective planets from a deadly meteor through negotiations
and activities.
On the whole, attending the sessions of the workshop was a wonderful
learning experience for the participants. They were trained in public
speaking, team work, critical thinking and problem solving.

